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DOUBLE BONDS: CHARLES LAMB'S ROMANTIC 
COLLABORATIONS 

BY ALISON HICKEY 

Duplex nobis vinculum, et amicitiae et similium junctarumque 
Camoenarum; quod utinam neque mors solvat, neque temporis 
longinquitas! 

-Groscollius 

"Double is the chain that binds us-both of friendship and of like 
Muses joined together. Would that neither death nor distance of 
time could dissolve it!" So reads the invented epigraph to Poems, by 
S. T Coleridge, Second Edition, to which are now added Poems by 
Charles Lamb and Charles Lloyd (1797).1 The volume bears witness 
to another bond as well: Lamb's portion of the text is dedicated, 
"with all a brother's fondness ... to Mary Ann Lamb, the author's 
best friend and sister"-and later his partner in domestic and 
authorial "double singleness" (LW, 5:283, 2:75). An account of these 
overlapping and sometimes competing sets of double bonds can give 
us insight not only into the Lambs' particular authorial relations to 
each other and to others, but also into collaboration in its "Roman- 
tic" contexts. 

Collaborative relations are an indisputable fact of the Romantic 
period, traceable through authors' published accounts of the genesis 
of their texts; through personal journals, epistolary exchanges, publi- 
cation history, and the testimony of contemporaries; and through 
allusion, echo, thematic resemblances, and shared ideas. Relying on 
such evidence, scholars have produced numerous detailed studies of 
the indebtedness of the Romantics (particularly Wordsworth and 
Coleridge) to each other, as well as to other sources. But we have yet 
to comprehend the extent to which Romantic texts-both those that we 
commonly associate with collaboration (such as the Lyrical Ballads) 
and those that we routinely attribute to single authors-represent 
their own collaborative origins.2 

Romantic texts thematize and stage collaboration in metaphors of 
organic relation and in dialogic patterns and strategies that have 
become the hallmark of recent Romanticist criticism, though (mis- 
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leadingly) with little explicit reference to collaboration. In addition 
to reflecting and being reflected in Romantic preoccupations, Ro- 
mantic collaboration has implications beyond Romanticism. If its 

emergence is an inaugural moment, rather than a transient one, we 

may think of subsequent generations as writing within or against its 
structures, metaphors, and rhetorical strategies: Romantic collabora- 
tion becomes something for later writers to collaborate with. More- 
over, since the still-prevalent assumption that creation is a solitary 
process owes much to insufficiently-considered notions of Romanti- 
cism as the flourishing of individual genius, a reexamination of the 

origins of such notions can contribute to a broader revision of the 

history of collaboration, and of authorship generally. 
This is a revision that recent studies of "discourse" and "the 

dialogic" have already begun, mounting an array of strong challenges 
to the idea of the author as a unitary subject. But while these 

analyses are important for suggesting that writing is not the expres- 
sion of individual identity, they do not offer a complete critical 
framework or vocabulary for an account of collaboration.3 Rather 
than elaborating upon the opposition between the traditional single- 
figure approach and Foucauldian notions of discourse-a procedure 
that would risk marginalizing once again the considerable territory 
on which the death of the mythical single author may mean the birth 
of what Jack Stillinger calls "real multiple authors"-this essay explores 
Romantic collaboration in one of its complex manifestations, by 
looking at the ways in which Charles Lamb's, S. T. Coleridge's, and 

Mary Lamb's writings represent the collaborative relations that 
bound the three authors together.4 

The role of collaboration in the Romantic period is tied to political 
and social developments ranging from ideals of revolutionary frater- 

nity to changing gender roles, attitudes toward sexuality, and concep- 
tions of family, friendship, and marriage. At a time when periodicals 
were shaping public opinion to an unprecedented degree, the idea of 
collaboration became an important instrument in the division of 
audiences along political and aesthetic lines. Writers of the period 
exploited the perception of collaboration for their particular critical, 
authorial, or political ends.5 In one of the most famous instances, 
"C-dge and S-t-y, L-d and L-be and Co." were pilloried 
together in Canning's "New Morality" verses in the Anti-Jacobin, 
alongside the usual "Jacobin" suspects.6 (Coleridge and Southey 
were already known for their revolutionary sympathies; Lloyd had 
dedicated Blank Verse, his joint volume with Lamb, to Southey and, 
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moreover, had opened the volume with a tribute to Pantisocracy, 
sounded some Godwinian and Priestleyan notes, included lines to 
Mary Wollstonecraft, and in short done everything possible to arouse 
anti-Jacobin sentiments.) The verses were reprinted in the new 
monthly Anti-Jacobin Review with Gillray's notorious cartoon depict- 
ing Coleridge and Southey as asses, holding "Dactylics" and "Saphics," 
respectively. Lloyd and Lamb appear as a toad and a frog, reading 
from Blank Verse, by Toad and Frog. These representations in the 
Anti-Jacobin anticipate such defining gestures as Francis Jeffrey's 
referring to Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Southey as "a sect of poets," 
or, in turn, Southey's labelling the Shelleys and Byron "a league of 
incest."' Such groupings precede and underlie subsequent notions of 
Romanticism as a "movement" and suggest the extent to which the 
perception of collaboration may have helped to determine the 
classifications on which literary histories have been based.8 

In dedicating his 1818 Works to Coleridge, Lamb recalls with 
some ambivalence the features of the relation that bound the three 
in their early writing years: his own verses, he admits to Coleridge, 
"were first published among your poems, and were fairly derivatives 
from you and them. My friend Lloyd and myself came into our first 
battle (authorship is a sort of warfare) under cover of the greater 
Ajax." The battle image figures Lamb and Lloyd as comrades 
entering the antagonistic realm of the literary marketplace together, 
but also as rivals competing for fame, in an engagement that blurs 
the distinction between love and animosity. Lamb goes on in the 
Dedication to refer somewhat cryptically to a "snapp[ing of] the 
threefold cord," a falling-out among the three friends that took place 
on the battlefield of publication (LW, 5:1). In the Monthly Magazine 
of November 1797, Coleridge (alias "Nehemiah Higginbottom") 
published Sonnets attempted in the Manner of Contemporary Writ- 
ers, mocking Lloyd, Lamb, and himself for "affectation of unaffect- 
edness, of jumping & misplaced accent on common-place epithets, 
flat lines forced into poetry by Italics . . . puny pathos &c &c."9 
Southey, already estranged from Coleridge, thought he recognized 
himself in the sonnet "To Simplicity" and was outraged-a response 
that baffled Coleridge: "how you could apply to yourself a Sonnet 
written to ridicule infantine simplicity, vulgar colloquialisms, and 
lady-like Friendships-I have no conception" (CL, 1:359). The 
complicated plot is still further "embroil[ed] & embrangle[d]" (CL, 
1:563) by the possibility that "some ungracious bookseller" (the 
publisher Cottle) was an "author of the separation" (LW, 5:1). Lloyd 
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declared through Cottle that he did not wish to have his poems 
included in a new edition of Poems (which never came about).'o The 
quarrel was escalated with the publication, in April 1798, of Lloyd's 
Edmund Oliver, whose debauched hero was clearly modelled on 
Coleridge. The novel, which Lloyd dedicated to Lamb, was itself the 
product of a collaboration with Southey, with whom Lloyd was living 
at the time; in fact, Southey had himself planned a novel by the same 
name in 1796." The particulars of the quarrel have been the subject 
of ample documentation and speculation by Lamb's and Coleridge's 
editors and biographers;'2 although a permanent break between 
Lamb and Coleridge seemed likely, they eventually managed to 
forgive each other, agreeing that most of the blame lay with the 
unstable Lloyd.13 A weary Coleridge commented to Southey (with 
whom he was now restored to speaking terms), "I have great 
affection for Lamb / but I have likewise a perfect Lloyd-and- 
Lambophobia!" (CL, 1:542). 

The 1818 Dedication is mainly concerned with the double bond 
that has linked Lamb and Coleridge as friends, fellow-poets, collabo- 
rators, and rivals. Renouncing the battlefield in favor of the horticul- 
tural field, Lamb portrays his relation to Coleridge as one of 
thwarted symbiosis that left him barren: 

Wanting the support of your friendly elm, (I speak for myself), my 
vine has, since that time, put forth few or no fruits; the sap (if 
ever it had any) has become, in a manner, dried up and extinct; 
and you will find your old associate, in his second volume, 
dwindled into prose and criticism. (LW, 5:1) 

The gendered image of the elm and the vine (which alludes to a 
commonplace figure for marriage) is the same sort of metaphor that 
Coleridge uses again and again to characterize his own relation to 
Wordsworth (who, to return to the earlier figure, is the unnamed 
Achilles towering over the greater and lesser Ajaxes).14 In "Dejec- 
tion," Coleridge, echoing the first line of Wordsworth's Intimations 
Ode, recalls, "There was a time when ...//... hope grew round me, 
like the twining vine, / And fruits, and foliage, not my own, seem'd 
mine."'5 In the earlier "A Letter to -," he employs a similar 
image: "Wherefore, 0! wherefore, should I wish to be / A wither'd 
Branch upon a blossoming Tree?"'6 He returns to the metaphor once 
again in chapter four of the Biographia Literaria, where he strategi- 
cally (or at least hopefully) reconceives the roles, aligning himself 
with the trunk, roots, and "seminal principle" of imagination and 
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Wordsworth with the infinitely varied manifestations of imagination 
and fancy in his "poetic fruitage": "My friend," Coleridge explains, 
"has drawn a masterly sketch of the branches with their poetic 
fruitage. I wish to add the trunk, and even the roots as far as they lift 
themselves above ground, and are visible to the naked eye of our 
common consciousness." But even when Coleridge sets out to 
identify himself with a masculine "principle" and his friend with a 
female "fruitage," Wordsworth's mastery makes itself felt. Coleridge, 
from his paradoxically secondary position ("add[ing]" the trunk and 
roots to a fruit that already exists), lays claim to his own kind of 
subtle mastery, giving with one hand and taking away with the other 
in such formulations as "masterly sketch."17 The emphasis on a 
division of labor has its seeds in Coleridge's and Wordsworth's 
original plans for the Lyrical Ballads project: Coleridge's task, 
supposedly, was to present things supernatural and romantic, while 
Wordsworth's complementary charge was "to give the charm of 
novelty to things of every day" (BL, 2:6-7).18 Coleridge's growing 
sense of the negligibility of his own poetic gifts in comparison to 
Wordsworth's comprises a familiar narrative that need not be re- 
hearsed here.'9 A single remark of Coleridge's can serve to suggest 
the terms of that narrative: "as to our literary occupations," he writes 
to Francis Wrangham in December 1800, "they are still more distant 
than our residences-He is a great, a true Poet-I am only a kind of 
a Metaphysician.-He has even now sent off the last sheet of a 
second Volume of his Lyrical Ballads" (CL, 2:658). 

Lamb's appropriation of the organic metaphor and of the poetry- 
prose division of labor to define his own relation to Coleridge is 
obviously an act of complex significance, informed by Lamb's con- 
sciousness of Wordsworth's centrality to Coleridge's authorship. 
(Lamb's letter to Thomas Manning of April 1800 drily refers to 
Wordsworth as Coleridge's "God" [LL, 1:191].) On one level Lamb's 
use of Coleridge's terms replicates and thus confirms Coleridge's 
dwindling into prose and criticism, and on another it shores up his 
image both as a solid trunk and as a poet, allowing the "dwindling 
into prose and criticism" to devolve on Lamb. Facetiousness and 
exaggerated modesty notwithstanding, Lamb's description of his own 
loss of poetic "sap" confirms our sense of his ongoing preoccupation 
with the equivocal notion of Coleridge's "cover"-a term that implies 
both protection and suffocation. 

Lamb frequently presents his relation with Coleridge as a bond 
that at once resembles and competes with the institution of mar- 
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riage. His letters include several in which, only somewhat jokingly, 
he wishes Coleridge unmarried: "I shall half wish you unmarried 
(don't show this to Mrs. C.) for one evening only, to have the 
pleasure of smoking with you, and drinking egg-hot in some little 
smoky room in a pot-house" (LL, 1:33).20 Lamb appropriates and 
alters the discourse of domesticity to conjure up a scene of his own 
bonding with Coleridge-a bonding that takes place in a little smoky 
room in a public house, a masculinized version of female domestic 
space.2' In this nest, brooding over their egg-hot, the two men 
incubate ideas and affections. 

Lamb's letters contain ample evidence of his and Coleridge's 
concrete involvement in each other's literary productions: Lamb 
suggests revisions to Coleridge's poetry (and to texts written by 
Coleridge and Southey together), responds to Coleridge's revisions 
of his poetry, or tries to help further Coleridge's thinking on some 
literary, philosophical, or theological point.22 "I am not quite satisfied 
now with the Chatterton," he writes in a letter of June 1796 (as if 
Coleridge's "Monody on the Death of Chatterton" were his own), 
"and with your leave will try my hand at it again. A master joiner, you 
know, may leave a cabinet to be finished by his journeyman when his 
own hands are full" (LL, 1:30).23 Lamb's sense of the inequality of the 
relationship is often perceptible, though frequently tempered by a 
wry self-irony: "I can scarce bring myself to believe, that I am 
admitted to a familiar correspondence, and all the licence of friend- 
ship, with a man who writes blank verse like Milton. Now, this is 
delicate flattery, indirect flattery." His criticism, too, becomes a 
virtuoso performance of flattery, which his (self-)parodic voice ren- 
ders irresistibly appealing. As he acknowledges with characteristic 
self-awareness, he cannot allow himself to present Coleridge as 
"second" to any man except Coleridge himself: "Go on with your 
'Maid of Orleans,"' he bids him, recognizing that his friend is 
"manifestly wedded" to the poem, "and be content to be second to 
yourself [to "Religious Musings," which Lamb prefers]. I shall become 
a convert to it, when 'tis finished" (LL, 1:101, 103). Lamb self- 
mockingly presents himself as more pleased to offer criticism than to 
receive it: "If I offer alterations of my own to your poetry, & admit 
not yours in mine, it is upon the principle of a present to a rich man 
being graciously accepted, & the same present to a poor man being 
consider'd as in insult" (LL, 1:81). 

Sometimes his self-designation as a "poor man" is played out at a 
higher pitch, as in this letter of June 1796, in which he pleads with 
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Coleridge not to sacrifice Lamb's personal poems on the altar of 
criticism: 

I charge you, Col. spare my ewe lambs-& tho' a Gentleman 
may borrow six lines in an epic poem (I should have no objection 
to borrow 500 & without acknowledging) still in a Sonnet-a 
personal poem I do not "ask my friend the aiding verse." I 
would not wrong your feelings by proposing any improvements 
(Did I think myself capable of suggesting em) in such personal 
poems as "Thou bleedest my poor heart"-od so I am catchd I 
have already done it-but that simile I propose abridging would 
not change the feelings or introduce any alien ones. Do you 
understand me? in the 28th however & in the "Sigh" & that 
composed at Clevedon, things that come from the heart direct, 
not by the medium of the fancy, I would not suggest an Alter- 
ation. When my blank verse is inished or any long fancy-poems 
"propino tibi alterandum cut-up-andum abridg-andum" just what 
you will with it-but spare my Ewe lambs! that to Mrs. Siddons 
now you were welcome to improve, if it had been worth it. but I 
say unto you again Col. spare my Ewe lambs.- (LL, 1:21)24 

Coleridge's own "personal" style in his letters and notebooks may 
seem to derive something of its characteristic tone from this passage, 
which both enacts and parodies authorial anxiety. Here Lamb claims 
to reject "the aiding verse," but that very phrase comes from a 
Coleridge poem addressed to Lamb-a self-conscious performance 
of self-contradiction that may well be part of a strategy to enact the 
usurping power of Coleridge's voice.25 The hyperbolically desperate 
quality of the passage is reinforced by Lamb's assumption of a 
succession of voices and by repetitions that eventually prevent us 
from discreetly ignoring the pun by which he dramatizes his pathos: 
"spare my Ewe lambs"-the ewe-like offspring of myself (Lamb); my 
female/weak/pastoral/minor verse; my "you-Lambs," born under cover 
of "you"; the texts in which my "personal" feelings should be most 
apparent to "you" ("Do you understand me?"). Coleridge would of 
course understand: this appeal is in some ways an affirmation of their 
bond. As Lamb's Elia observes in "Distant Correspondents," "A pun 
is reflected from a friend's face as from a mirror" (LW, 2:107). In his 
letter to Coleridge, Lamb anticipates his friend's appreciation of the 
ewe-lamb pun as confirmation of the mirroring "understand[ing]" 
between "Lamb" and "you."''26 

Like Coleridge in relation to Wordsworth, Lamb encodes his 
relation to Coleridge in generic terms. Not only does he perceive his 
own poetry to be inferior to Coleridge's, but in addition, after Mary's 
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act of matricide, he looks on the "idle trade of versifying" as 
particularly naive and unconscionable, and he prepares to renounce 
it. Responding to some verses that Coleridge had sent him (including 
probably "To a Friend [Lamb] Who Had Declared His Intention of 
Writing No More Poetry"), he ascribes all the affections, frankness, 
and creativity of a poet to Coleridge, while he depicts himself as the 
producer of mere "trifles," far prouder of his attachment to his friend 
than of his status independent of him: 

I love them [Coleridge's poems] as I love the Confessions of 
Rousseau, and for the same reason: the same frankness, the same 
openness of heart, the same disclosure of all the most hidden and 
delicate affections of the mind: they make me proud to be thus 
esteemed worthy of the place of friend-confessor, brother-confes- 
sor, to a man like Coleridge. This last is, I acknowledge, language 
too high for friendship; but it is also, I declare, too sincere for 
flattery. Now, to put on stilts, and talk magnificently about 
trifles-I condescend, then, to your counsel, Coleridge, and allow 
my first Sonnet (sick to death am I to make mention of my 
sonnets, and I blush to be so taken up with them, indeed I do)- 
I allow it to run thus, "Fairy Land" &c. &c., as I last wrote it. 

The Fragments I now send you I want printed to get rid of 
em; for, while they stick bur-like to my memory, they tempt me 
to go on with the idle trade of versifying, which I long-most 
sincerely I speak it-I long to leave off, for it is unprofitable to 
my soul; I feel it is; and these questions about words, and debates 
about alterations, take me off, I am conscious, from the properer 
business of my life. (LL, 1:59-60) 

The emphasis on "my life" brings home the extent to which Lamb 
now perceives his collaboration with Coleridge (manifested not only 
in the "kindred taste in poetry" and the idealized "Fairy Land" of 
Petrarchan love, but also in "these questions about words, and 
debates about alterations") as something that leaves him "blushing" 
and "sick," something that leads him away from his own "properer" 
life-"properer" both because he feels that his duty binds him to 
Mary and because he knows that, as long as his writing remains so 
closely bound up with Coleridge's, he will not be able to call it 

properly his own. That property in one's own "life," identity, and 
work is here comparative, rather than absolute, is itself one of the 
striking effects of collaboration. No collaborative situation can be 
proper in an absolute sense, but some are "properer" than others. 
And so Lamb consigns his poems to Coleridge: "They are thine: do 
whatsoever thou listest with them." The transfer of poetic property 
that would once have been a performance of the bond between the 
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two men instead performs Lamb's renunciation of the fairy land in 
which poetry is a meaningful object of exchange between them. 
Even Lamb's closing expressions of affection draw attention to the 
"properer" bonds that separate him from Coleridge: "God bless you 
and yours, me and mine! Good night" (LL, 1:60). 

To the extent that Lamb remains involved in the publication of his 
poems, he does so because they are part of his bond with Coleridge. 
"I do long to see our names together," he writes in anticipation of the 
1797 volume. And again: "I am rather impatient, childishly so, to see 
our names affixed to the same common volume" (LL, 1:87, 97). The 
public linking of names-another allusion to the marriage para- 
digm-will express the bond between the two male friends, even as 
that bond is being superseded by Lamb's marriage to his sister. In 
introducing "Poems, Chiefly Love Sonnets," his portion of the 1797 
volume, Lamb bids a more public adieu to the passion that gave rise 
to the sonnets-presumably his love for Ann Simmons (called Anna 
in the sonnets), but also, I would argue, his passion for poetry itself 
and for his friend-in-poetry.27 Quoting Massinger on the lost naivete 
of youthful love ("Long did I love this lady") by way of renouncing 
such "fondness," he dedicates the poetic fruits of that youthful love 
to his sister, who will be the partner of his maturity:28 

The few following poems, 
Creatures of the fancy and the feeling 

In life's more vacant hours, 
Produced, for the most part, by 

Love in idleness, 
Are, 

With all a brother's fondness, 
Inscribed to 

Mary Ann Lamb, 
The author's best friend and sister. 

As he explains to Coleridge: 

This is the pomp and paraphernalia of parting, with which I take 
my leave of a passion which has reigned so royally (so long) within 
me; thus, with its trappings of laureatship, I fling it off, pleased 
and satisfied with myself that the weakness troubles me no 
longer. I am wedded, Coleridge, to the fortunes of my sister and 
my poor old father. (LL, 1:63-64) 

In a subsequent letter of 10 December 1796, Lamb tells Coleridge 
of a moment of "highly agitated and perhaps distorted state of mind," 
in which he had burned some verses of Burns that Coleridge had 
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sent him. In addition, he writes, "I burned all my own verses, all my 
book of extracts from Beaumont and Fletcher and a thousand 
sources: I burned a little journal of my foolish passion which I had a 
long time kept. ... I almost burned all your letters ... "(LL, 1:78). 
If the most obvious object of Lamb's "passion" is a woman, the 
"trappings" of that passion themselves also become objects of agita- 
tion and then regret: youth, love, poetry ("chiefly love sonnets"), 
male collaboration (signalled by the reference to Beaumont and 
Fletcher), and Coleridge himself, all linked together in a complex 
mesh of bonds whose traces are visible in the trappings of the shared 
poetic volume. After the 1797 publication, the two men will never 
share another volume together, as Lamb well knows. Poetry, which 
once served to consecrate the bond linking the friends in enduring 
love, is no longer proper to Lamb; indeed, it has become linked in 
his mind with everything that threatens to overwhelm him, including 
Coleridge himself.29 The letter provides a glimpse of a mind "dis- 
torted" by conflicting desires, obligations, and fears. Renouncing 
poetry to Coleridge-that is, in some important ways, renouncing 
Coleridge himself-Lamb avows his distance from a passion that 
threatens his autonomy. He claims what is "proper" to himself as he 
accedes to a prosaic existence of being wedded to his sister and father.30 

A similar attitude of renunciation attends Lamb's response to 
Coleridge's metaphysical speculations, which, like the idle trade of 
versifying, tempt him, but which he rejects with the implication that 
they, too, belong to the world of "'Fairy Land' &c. &c." Weighing 
Coleridge's idea that human beings can become "partaker[s] of the 
Divine Nature" (as Coleridge had suggested in an attempt to comfort 
his friends in the wake of Mary's "day of horrors"), Lamb wonders 
whether this speculation amounts to blasphemy:31 

You seem to me to have been straining your comparing faculties 
to bring together things infinitely distant and unlike, the feeble 
narrow-sphered operations of the human intellect and the every- 
where diffused mind of Deity. ... Even the expression appears to 
me inaccurate-portion of omnipresence. ... How can omnipres- 
ence be affirmed of anything in part? 

In addition to giving us an instance of Lamb's involvement in the 
formation of Coleridge's central ideas (as a witness or midwife, at 
least), this commentary suggests the role that Coleridge's metaphys- 
ics, supplying a paradigm for the mystical "yoking" of disparate 
objects, played in Lamb's later conception of collaboration. For now, 
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he drops the argument: "But enough of this spirit of disputatious- 
ness. Let us attend to the proper business of human life, and talk a 
little together respecting our domestic concerns" (LL, 1:56). This 
proposal would seem to limit the relation between the two males to 
the peripheral business of "talk[ing] a little together" (a business 
that, he implies, is only "proper" if it attends to or "respects" the 
central business of domestic concerns). The mundane shift of topic 
figures a larger reconception of the "business" of writing: the turn 
from male bonding on the battlefield to private domestic space is 
another version of the turn from youthful male bonding over the 
female body (the body of the "lady" and of poetry itself) to what he 
now considers to be weightier obligations. 

But the relations of public to private, of "disputatiousness" to 
domesticity, of poetry and metaphysics to prose, and of male-male 
bonds to male-female bonds refuse to settle into fixed oppositions. 
Coleridge's involvement in Lamb's youthful passion does not bar him 
from Lamb's new prosaic life: the attachment between them is too 
powerful and complex to be cancelled so easily. If Lamb must 
renounce the bond of poetry, he will continue to "love [Coleridge] in 
all the naked honesty of prose-. God bless you, & all your little 
domestic circle."32 Lamb alludes fondly to a version of the "domestic 
circle" that would encompass, rather than displace, his relation with 
Coleridge. Scenes of bonding over poetry and egg-hot remain an 
object of desire for him, but the particular writing life that he 
ultimately constructs for himself depends on his resisting their 
appeal in favor of another sort of domestic arrangement, in which 
Mary is his collaborator. Charles's solemn vow to protect his sister in 
sickness and in health (saving her from permanent institutionaliza- 
tion) epitomizes the way in which the marriage paradigm frames this 
sibling relationship.33 Mary's ability to construct herself as an author 
of course also depends upon this "wedding." The marriage paradigm 
enables the pair to describe, to themselves and to others, a mode of 
union through which the authorship of each partner can emerge. 
Such self-representations subtly but insistently displace rival male- 
male collaborations such as Charles's triangulated literary relations 
with Coleridge and Lloyd. But as we shall see, the analogy of the 
marriage paradigm alone does not adequately cover collaboration. 
Indeed, no single paradigm can provide the terms for an exhaustive 
account of collaboration; intersecting paradigms both support and 
compete with each other as descriptive models for this elusive 
phenomenon. 
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Mary Lamb, describing her collaboration with Charles on Tales 
from Shakespeare, writes to her friend Sarah Stoddart: 

You would like to see us as we often sit writing on one table (but 
not on one cushion sitting) like Hermia & Helena in the 
Midsummer's Nights Dream. or rather like an old literary Darby 
and Joan. I taking snuff & he groaning all the while & saying he 
can make nothing of it, which he always says till he has finished 
and then he finds out he has made something of it. (LL, 2:228- 
29) 

Lamb's literal representation of the actual scene of writing domesti- 
cates the act of creation, playfully undercutting Romantic notions of 
exalted solitude and the sublime agony of poetic inspiration. She 
indulges her brother's writerly self-doubt, although she 
(unromantically) knows "all the while" that the job will get done. 
Charles is a prosaic figure who "makes something," not a Poet 
inspired by a mysterious power. To get at the essence of her and her 
brother's relation as domestic partners and collaborators, Mary has 
recourse to several different models, none of them adequate in itself, 
but all suggesting something about the peculiar closeness that 
subsists between the two siblings. Having fleetingly compared her 
own female-male partnership to that of Shakespeare's female friends 
(and rivals) Hermia and Helena, she quickly revises that comparison 
in favor of an image of conventional marriage, likening herself and 
Charles to Darby and Joan, the epitome of the happy old married 
couple. She depicts herself as the supportive helpmate to her 
partner's labors-the woman behind the successful man. In the 
process her own writing slips from a position of equality ("we often 
sit writing") to one of momentary invisibility, as she focuses attention 
on her brother's travails. (Elsewhere, it should be acknowledged, 
Charles takes on the role of supportive encourager to Mary in her 
writerly throes;34 in both cases the gesture could be interpreted as an 
equivocal one, since it calls attention not just to the partner as a 
writer, but also to the partner's difficulties as a writer.) As if to 

express an even more substantial blending of identities than mar- 
riage entails, Mary blurs normative gender roles, depicting herself 
taking snuff (which, to be sure, was not an exclusively male indul- 
gence, particularly among those of the Lambs' class), while Charles 
"groans," laboring to bring forth his textual offspring.35 

If Mary's letter invokes the marriage paradigm, it also consciously 
complicates our sense of the relevance of that paradigm to her 
particular situation. Even her introduction of the image of shared 
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labor as something that her friend Sarah "would like to see" hints at 
her awareness that she is constructing a scene, using familiar 
conventions as her material. In presenting the scene as a tableau to 
her intimate friend, Mary highlights the extent to which her collabo- 
ration with Charles sets itself apart from, even as it mirrors, conven- 
tions associated with marriage-conventions that already involve the 

play of public and private in imagining the private domestic scene 
paradoxically as something to be "seen." Under the cover of this 

public-private scene lies a more deeply private one, glimpsed for a 

fleeting moment before Mary draws the veil on it. I shall return in a 
moment to that scene, the "union in partition" of Hermia and Helena. 

First, though, I want to consider a complementary passage written 
by Charles in the persona of Elia, depicting his life of domestic 
harmony with Bridget (Mary): 

Bridget Elia has been my housekeeper for many a long year. I 
have obligations to Bridget, extending beyond the period of 
memory. We house together, old bachelor and maid, in a sort of 
double singleness; with such tolerable comfort, upon the whole, 
that I, for one, find in myself no sort of disposition to go out upon 
the mountains, with the rash king's offspring, to bewail my 
celibacy. We agree pretty well in our tastes and habits--yet so, as 
"with a difference." We are generally in harmony, with occasional 
bickerings-as it should be among near relations. Our sympathies 
are rather understood, than expressed. (LW, 2:75)36 

The ingredients of this passage from "Mackery End" (1821) are 
essentially those of Mary's earlier depiction. The "old bachelor and 
maid" reference conjures up connubial associations while ostensibly 
pointing to the inapplicability of such associations to this pair of 
"single" people.37 The "double singleness" of these "near relations" is 
not confined to any one preestablished category of social relations, 
but rather possesses aspects of numerous different types of bond- 
siblings, servants, spouses, parent and child, cousins. The plural 
"singleness" calls to mind "single" persons wedded to the Church, 
celibate "brothers and sisters in Christ," even a hypostatic union. 
The variety of these forms of double singleness suggests that the 
relationship is deeper or more unique than ordinary social arrange- 
ments; the usual vocabulary of relationship is no more able than the 
roomy verb "house," or the emotionally neutral (almost Dickensian) 
"obligations," or the lukewarm "tolerable," to provide an adequate 
expression of this symbiotic relation founded on sympathies that are 
"rather understood, than expressed." 
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In addition to standing in an oblique but viable relation to 
marriage, the "double singleness" of the Lambs both challenges and 
upholds Romantic notions of organicism, of wholeness and fragmen- 
tation, of inexpressible "sympathies," and of "[general] harmony" 
"with a difference." Knowing Charles's tendency to revel in the 
doubleness of his own language, we may even seem to hear him 
pausing upon the philosophical resonance of those offhand phrases: 
"a sort of double singleness; with such tolerable comfort, upon the 
whole, that I for one," and so forth (emphasis added)-everyday 
phrases that make "domestic concerns" of Coleridge's abstruser 
musings on portions and wholes. The relative importance of Lamb's 
impulse to adopt the terms of high Romanticism and his desire to 
associate himself with a vocabulary of marriage and domesticity 
remains undecidable; his characteristically oblique mode of expres- 
sion allows him to maintain a double investment. 

Earlier critics have tended to stress the Lambs' relation (or 
disrelation) to high Romanticism.38 More recently, scholars have 
been emphasizing the importance of the social and political dis- 
courses in which the Lambs' texts participate. Most notable among 
such treatments is Jane Aaron's important study, which argues that 
the Lambs' open and fluid modes of writing and their resistance to 
the egotistical sublime ought to be understood primarily in relation 
to issues of gender and class. The chief limitation of Aaron's 
generally useful book is that it underemphasizes the importance of 
literary models in the Lambs' construction of their collaborative 
relation. I have been arguing that each of the paradigms within and 
against which the Lambs construct their authorship has the potential 
to operate as a "cover" for other paradigms, or to be "covered" by 
them, and that it is more important to acknowledge the plurality of 
terms that come into play in that construction than to attempt to 
settle upon the single most appropriate pattern. Even as we recog- 
nize the possibility of choosing between high Romanticism and 
domesticity as contexts for the Lambs' relationship, we should also 
think about viewing these contexts as themselves "covers" for that of 
literary collaboration itself. We have already seen that the Lambs' 
views of their gender and class roles are inseparable from literary 
matters: even when they are representing their collaborative rela- 
tionship in terms of general social paradigms such as warfare and 
marriage, they almost always resort to literary allusion to evoke and 
mediate these paradigms. Both Charles Lamb's comradeship with 
male Ajaxes and his double singleness with Mary are presented 
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through allusions to literary models that are intimately, seductively 
present to both siblings. The texts that themselves seem to embody 
the "double singleness" of their authors are the most seductive of all. 

Thus Charles Lamb's admiration for the Elizabethan and Jaco- 
bean dramatists, particularly Beaumont and Fletcher, is bound up 
with his engrossment in collaboration. In the Preface to his Speci- 
mens of English Dramatic Poets (published in 1808, the year after 
Tales from Shakespeare), Lamb remarks that collaboration was "the 
noble practice of those times."39 Compare John Hamilton Reynolds, 
who, lamenting the passing of the ideal partnerships found among 
the early dramatists, observes: 

There is something amiable in the partnership productions of 
these authors: they freely joined their abilities, and contributed 
to one work, boldly and unsparingly. No pretty cavils occurred to 
injure their labours-their minds were deeply engaged in their 
works, and could not afford time to disagree. It does not appear 
that a selfish avarice for solitary praise was common with them. 
We have no example in later times of these friendly conjunctions 
of genius. A fondness for individuality has long been popular, and 
mankind, in literature as in life, seem to have ceased to be 
social.40 

Despite Reynolds's dim view of the possibilities for collaboration in 
his day, his model of deep engagement, if extended to the readers of 
texts as well as their creators, implies that, by becoming "deeply 
engaged" in the work of earlier collaborators, Romantic readers may 
learn to become deeply engaged in each other's work. This possibility 
is realized in the case of the Lambs. Charles Lamb's deep engage- 
ment in the texts of the Elizabethan and Jacobean dramatists 
becomes first a way of engaging with Coleridge and later a way of 
engaging with Mary. 

"I love to lose myself in other men's minds. ... Books think for 
me," writes Charles Lamb in "Detached Thoughts on Books and 
Reading" (LW, 2:172). Lamb did not merely admire the early 
dramatists; he in effect took them as shadowy collaborators. As he 
explains in the 1818 Dedication to Coleridge, John Woodvil, his early 
play of friendship and betrayal, indulged in certain antiquities of 
style because "our elder dramatists; Beaumont and Fletcher, and 
Massinger, were then afirst love": Lamb's own language "impercep- 
tibly took a tinge" from their writings. And it continues to, particu- 
larly when the subject is his bond with Coleridge. Recalling "those 
old suppers at our old ********** 

Inn,-when life was fresh, 
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and topics exhaustless,-and you first kindled in me, if not the 
power, yet the love of poetry, and beauty, and kindliness," the 
Dedication quotes Beaumont's "Letter to Ben Jonson written before 
he and Master Fletcher came to London with two of the precedent 
comedies, then not finished, which deferred their merry meetings at 
the Mermaid": "What words have I heard / Spoke at the Mermaid!"41 
He also quotes Shakespeare's sonnet 116, convinced that "my old 
friend is the same, who stood before me three and twenty years ago 
... his heart not altered, scarcely where it 'alteration finds'" (LW, 
5:2, 275-76). The elder dramatists represent for Lamb a golden age 
when all the world is young, and "words," rather than "obligations," 
are the ties that bind.42 As members of a literary generation, rather 
than a biological one, these elders serve as at once objects of a first 
literary love and presiders over new "friendly conjunctions of ge- 
nius." The idea of a literary economy based on such "friendly 
conjunctions" and a fluid notion of intellectual property is revivified 
in the relationship of Lamb and Coleridge with and through the texts 
of the early dramatists and poets. While it might seem especially 
suitable as a framework for characterizing this male-male collabora- 
tion, the example of the early dramatists also broadens the array of 
terms in which Charles and Mary can allude to their relationship. 
The appealing model of literary collaboration embodied in these 
"elders" is subtly encoded in the Lambs' texts, often in ways that hint 
at a sexual aspect of collaboration that might otherwise go unmarked. 

We can see this, for example, in one particularly intense moment 
of "double singleness" that, as Elia relates in "Old China" (1823), was 
mediated by an old folio Beaumont and Fletcher: 

Do you remember [Bridget recalls] how we eyed it for weeks 
before we could make up our minds to the purchase, and had not 
come to a determination till it was near ten o'clock of the 
Saturday night, when you set off from Islington, fearing you 
should be too late, and when the old bookseller with some 
grumbling opened his shop, and by the twinkling taper (for he 
was setting bedwards) lighted out the relic from his dusty treas- 
ures-and when you lugged it home, wishing it were twice as 
cumbersome-and when you presented it to me-and when we 
were exploring the perfectness of it (collating you called it)-and 
while I was repairing some of the loose leaves with paste, which 
your impatience would not suffer to be left till day-break-was 
there no pleasure in being a poor man? (LW, 2:249) 

The excitement of the situation comes through even in the panting 
syntax of Bridget's sentences, which play on the old association 
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between reading and sex: opening this new text and exploring its 
perfectness is like exploring the perfectness of a body. Here the body 
seems even more "perfect" to them precisely because it has been 
"read" before.43 The old Beaumont and Fletcher-the book that 
expresses the two playwrights' "strange unimitable intercourse" (in 
the words of one of the preliminary poems)-becomes an object 
through which Charles and Mary experience "pleasure" together.44 
This pleasure is the pleasure of shared exploration and shared labor. 
The separate identities of the two booklovers (lovers of and through 
books) start to blur as they engage together in a collaborative collation 
that is really a labor of love. Meanwhile, the blurring is taking place on 
another level, in the intertwining of Elia's and Bridget's voices. 

The Shakespeare allusions that weave themselves "imperceptibly" 
into the Lambs' texts perform a similar function. Though we might 
not think of him first and foremost as a collaborator (on the 
contrary), Shakespeare has a special place in the Lambs' formulation 
of their collaborative relationship-which after all begins in earnest 
with Tales from Shakespeare.45 The Lambs would have been aware of 
the ways in which Shakespeare's theater could provide a model for 
literary collaboration, and it is tempting to imagine that they viewed 
their own work as in some way a continuation of an open-ended 
collaborative process of redaction. But in fact they are typical among 
their contemporaries in tending to locate multiplicity within 
Shakespeare, rather than around him, in the pluralism of reception 
and performance. Reynolds's praise of Elizabethan and Jacobean 
collaborators as men whose "minds were deeply engaged in their 
works" hints at a Romantic assumption about the continuity between 
the dramatists' capacity for collaboration and their ability to lose 
themselves in their writing-a trait admired by the Romantics and 
most memorably elaborated by Keats on Shakespeare and "negative 
capability." "Myriad-minded Shakespeare" is a site of collaboration 
in himself. (If Charles was once unable to see how human beings 
might become "partaker[s] of the Divine Nature," Shakespeare may 
offer a different way of transcending the "feeble narrow-sphered 
operations of the human intellect": his characters, and by extension 
perhaps his readers, when they are deeply engaged in his work, may 
be considered as portions of his omnipresence.) Charles and Mary, 
fancying Shakespeare a presider over their collaboration, construct 
their writing selves within and through the multiple possibilities of 
his texts and encode their relation to each other by interweaving the 
language of those texts with their own. 
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Charles and Mary "pretty much agree" in alluding to their harmo- 
nious coexistence in Shakespearean phrases-"with a difference." 
Charles's use of that phrase in the passage from "Mackery End" 
alludes to Ophelia's mad scene in Hamlet-"You may wear your rue 
with a difference" (4.5.183). The figure of Ophelia resonates with 
Mary's situation in obvious ways; Mary's "double singleness" is the 
difference that saves her from Ophelia's fate. But the term "differ- 
ence" also has another, more specific, relevance. In heraldry it refers 
to "a variation in a coat of arms made to distinguish different 
members of a family.'"46 Thus the word inscribes the consanguinity of 
these two siblings-their common, though different, participation in 
a hereditary madness and their troubled relation to ancestry. 

While Charles alludes to Hamlet (one of his texts for the Tales 
from Shakespeare), Mary, as we have seen, alludes to A Midsummer 
Night's Dream (one of her texts):47 

We, Hermia, like two artificial gods, 
Have with our needles created both one flower, 
Both on one sampler, sitting on one cushion, 
Both warbling of one song, both in one key, 
As if our hands, our sides, voices, and minds 
Had been incorporate. So we grew together, 
Like to a double cherry, seeming parted, 
But yet an union in partition, 
Two lovely berries moulded on one stem; 
So with two seeming bodies, but one heart, 
Two of the first, [like] coats in heraldry, 
Due but to one, and crowned with one crest. 
And will you rent our ancient love asunder, 
To join with men in scorning your poor friend? 
It is not friendly, 'tis not maidenly. 
Our sex, as well as I, may chide you for it, 
Though I alone do feel the injury. 

(3.2.203-19)48 

Mary's parenthetical remark about not sitting on one cushion with 
Charles at once evokes and effaces a sexually-charged mode of 
collaboration. The implications of Mary's fleeting allusion are com- 
plex. Next to the public tableau of comfortable marriage, it offers a 
more cryptically encoded glimpse of something more private and 
more intensely sexual, through Shakespeare's description (enacted 
on the level of syntax) of ravishing redundancy, of a superflux of 
pleasure that owes nothing to the commonplace economy of mar- 
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riage. On one level, Mary is drawing a parallel between Hermia's and 
Helena's "union in partition" and her own collaboration with Charles, 
signalling that her connection with her brother is not just the 
"ancient love" of family members "crowned with one crest" (the 
heraldry metaphor again), but also a union of artists at work on one 
"flower," of singers singing one song, of lovers whose minds (if not 
their bodies) have grown "incorporate.'"49 

While Charles is drawn to a male-male image of collaboration 

exemplified by Beaumont and Fletcher, Mary gravitates toward a 
female-female image. Pertinent though the idea of union and shared 
"artificial" creation may be in many respects, we can see why Mary 
might pass over the image as not entirely germane to her collabora- 
tion with Charles. The play of "this sex which is not one" in 

Shakespeare's passage suggests a continuity between the difference 
of one female from another and the internal difference of "one"50- 
a continuity that is interrupted by the prospect of "join[ing] with 
men," which would disturb the female space where two maidens 
have presided as "artificial gods," and where the delicate sexual 

piercings of needlework replace biological generation. The two 

lovely maidens on one cushion may call to mind Mary's relation to 
Sarah, her most intimate epistolary correspondent and friend (and, 
apparently, her bedfellow when she visited).51 This suggests another 

possible explanation for Mary's quick retraction of the image: her 

acknowledgment of the likelihood that Sarah will soon join with a 
man. In the same letter (in a passage reminiscent of Lamb's letters 
about his bachelor days with Coleridge), Mary teases Sarah about 
"the great fancy you seem to have for marrying": 

I almost wish you to remain single till your Mother dies, & then 
come & live with us and we would either get you a husband or 
teach you how to live comfortably without, I think I should like to 
have you always to the end of our lives living with us, and I do not 
know any reason why that should not be except for the great fancy 
you seem to have for marrying, which after all is but a hazardous 
kind of an affair. (LL, 2:229)52 

Thus she characteristically feigns insouciance about the institution of 
marriage, whose powerful claims she certainly recognizes as the 
"reason why" Sarah cannot simply come and live with them. "So 
much for marrying-but however get married if you can," she 
concedes.53 This reading of the pertinence of the Hermia-and- 
Helena passage need not preclude the reading that locates its 
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primary relevance in its illustration of Mary's collaboration with 
Charles; indeed, its implications for more than one partnership point 
to its double fruitfulness as a metaphor for sexual-textual collaboration. 

The beauty and fascination of this passage lie in its images of 

doubling, redundancy, superfluity: in the idea of a love that "adds to 
Nature" (Winter's Tale, 4.4.91). An embroidered flower is "more 
than nature needs" (Lear, 2.4.266); the love of two women is "more 
than nature needs." This is precisely what makes the lines so 

ravishing: they offer a series of embroiderings on love for love's sake. 

Tropes of superfluity-whether pleasurable or threatening (to the 

participant or the spectator)-often attend representations of 
homoerotic doubleness, but the resonance of such tropes extends to 
all situations of"double singleness."54 In passing over this allusion so 

quickly, Mary perhaps reveals a trace of Perdita's mistrust of art that 
adds to nature.55 But the very act of allusion-Mary's art-places her 
in an economy that allows more than Nature needs.56 

Such an economy of superfluity is Charles Lamb's subject in "Old 
China," his most intriguing commentary on his collaboration with 

Mary. The essay sets out to unsettle the notion of difference upon 
which ordinary economies are based: "I have an almost feminine 

partiality for old china"; "I love the men with women's faces, and the 

women, if possible, with still more womanish expressions"; "likeness 
is identity on tea-cups." The world on a china tea-cup is a "world 
before perspective," a world that blurs distinctions. But Elia's remark 
on the financial circumstances that enable him to enjoy this aesthetic 

escape from the ordinary world represents the infiltration of differ- 
ence into his train of thought. The remark is immediately attended 

by the entry of Bridget's differentiated (and differentiating) voice 
into the text: 

"I wish the good old times would come again," she said, "when we 
were not quite so rich. I do not mean, that I want to be poor; but 
there was a middle state;"-so she was pleased to ramble on,-"in 
which I am sure we were a great deal happier. A purchase is but 
a purchase, now that you have money enough and to spare. 
Formerly it used to be a triumph. When we coveted a cheap 
luxury (and, 0! how much ado I had to get you to consent in those 
times!) we were used to have a debate two or three days before, 
and to weigh the for and against, and think what we might spare 
it out of, and what saving we could hit upon, that should be an 
equivalent. A thing was worth buying then, when we felt the 
money that we paid for it." (LW, 2:248-49) 
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Weighing money becomes a figure for their weighing each other, for 
their being precisely aware of their interacting roles in the work of 

economizing, the work of living together. Indulging in a "treat" 
makes for a kind of sharing that is both generous and equitable: 

It is the very little more that we allow ourselves beyond what the 
actual poor can get at, that makes what I call a treat-when two 
people living together, as we have done, now and then indulge 
themselves in a cheap luxury, which both like; while each 
apologises, and is willing to take both halves of the blame to his 
single share. (LW, 2:251) 

The "very little more" multiplies into a great deal more for them to 
"share": not just the treat itself, but the apologies and even the 

willingness to "take" more than one's "single share" of blame (a sort 
of reverse greed that, however, is annulled because of its even 
distribution). 

The issue of sharing is interesting not merely as a feature of the 
Lambs' domestic arrangements, but as a principle with rhetorical 
implications. The essay, which is partly about the art of sharing 
speech in a domestic setting, also attempts to enact the sharing of 
language, by including both Elia's and Bridget's voices. In doing so, it 
inevitably enacts some of the inequalities involved in such sharing. 
Bridget, Elia remarks, is usually "sparing in her speech." At this 
particular moment, though, she happens to have hit a "rhetorical 
vein." The riches of this vein lie not in the universal value of her 
comments, but in the fact that they manifest "her dear imagination." 
Disinclined to interrupt her, Elia lets her "ramble on," making much 
of his act of making much of her through this indulging of her voice. 
Thus, as Bridget speaks of a modest economy circumscribed by "the 
very little more that we allow ourselves," Elia sits in silent amuse- 
ment at the very much more that she, with his approval, is allowing 
herself. This, of course, is complicated by the fact that the speech 
that is attributed to her is filtered through his presiding voice-and 
still further complicated by the fact that Charles Lamb may be said 
to preside over Elia's voice, and indeed over all the voices that 
emerge in the essays. The distinct strands-Charles Lamb, Elia, 
Lamb/Elia adopting the voice of another, and sometimes the ven- 
triloquized voice of the imagined reader-cannot be singled out and 
extricated from the text as a whole. Aaron celebrates the figure of 
Elia, "a chameleon writer, who through his manifold disguises and 
personae, discloses the multiplicity of the human subject, and coaxes 
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his readers too into a playful involvement with the text, which 
increases their own awareness of their subjective plurality."57 Noting 
a connection between Charles's resistance to the egotistical voices of 
his contemporaries (above all Wordsworth) and his mistrust of "the 
impertinence of manhood," she sees him (further pluralized by 
Mary) as moving toward a more flexible, accommodating, "female" 
authorial voice.58 The point is well-taken, but it risks idealizing 
Lamb's relation to multiplicity. Of course Lamb, ever the Janus- 
faced ironist, also recognizes the danger that is the flip-side of the 
ideal: the chameleon writer who multiplies his voice is sometimes 
hard to distinguish from the impertinent egotist who reduces the 
multeity of other voices to one.59 

Lamb is fascinated by the elusiveness of the distinctions between 
imposing one's voice on others (or otherness), appropriating other 
voices, and letting others speak through one-a typically Romantic 
issue raised variously by Coleridge's addresses to "friends" in his 
conversation poems (and, in a different way, by his plagiarism and 
other idiosyncrasies of voice in the Biographia), by the ambiguous 
status of the "language really used by men" in the Lyrical Ballads 
project, by the puzzlingly undramatic "dramatic form" of The Excur- 
sion, by Shelley's unbound voices, and by Keats's familiar but 
enduringly elusive opposition of negative capability and the egotisti- 
cal sublime. Such questions take shape for Lamb in an extended 
dialogue with Coleridge (for our purposes, a textual dialogue, though 
it may have had other dimensions as well). 

In "Christ's Hospital Five and Thirty Years Ago," for instance, 
Lamb constructs Elia's first-person story largely of elements from 
Coleridge's schooldays and has Elia speak about Lamb in the third 
person-a device by which Lamb calls attention to his impression 
that the first person is just a "figure," like the other figures that make 
their way into texts or emerge from them. Meditating on the "death" 
of Elia in the Preface to The Last Essays of Elia, the "friend" of Elia 
defends the essays against the charge of egotism: 

Egotistical they have been pronounced by some who did not 
know, that what he tells us, as of himself, was often true only 
(historically) of another; as in a former Essay (to save many 
instances)-where under thefirst person (his favourite figure) he 
shadows forth the forlorn estate of a country-boy placed at a 
London school, far from his friends and connections-in direct 
opposition to his own early history. If it be egotism to imply and 
twine with his own identity the griefs and affections of another- 
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making himself many, or reducing many unto himself-then is 
the skilful novelist, who all along brings in his hero, or heroine, 
speaking of themselves, the greatest egotist of all; who yet has 
never, therefore, been accused of that narrowness. And how shall 
the intenser dramatist escape being faulty, who doubtless, under 
cover of passion uttered by another, oftentimes gives blameless 
vent to his most inward feelings, and expresses his own story 
modestly? (LW, 2:151) 

Lamb in the Elia essays "implies and twines his identity" with others, 
including Elia himself, who is just as much a "figure" as any 
character in the essays. His twining and twinning (doubling himself, 
taking others as doubles) become inextricably intertwined: they 
double each other.60 Elia's "making himself many" is not the same as 
"making much of himself," any more than a novelist's giving voice to 
his characters is making much of himself. This is Lamb's (or, rather, 
Elia's friend's) claim, despite the apparent difference between actual 
historical figures and figures in a text. He implies that, once a noun, 
or even a pronoun, assumes a textual life, external "history" takes on 
a parenthetical life. 

Such musings, which could not be more Elian, may have taken 
root "under cover" of Coleridge.61 Coleridge's conversation poems 
purport to create space for the voices and gestures of others-Sara's 
reproving glance in "The Eolian Harp," the lengthy farewells of the 
poet's friends in "The Nightingale," the "gentle breathings" of the 
"Babe" in "Frost at Midnight" (CPW, 102, 266-67, 242). Most relevant 
to Lamb's preoccupation with the twining of identities is "This Lime- 
Tree Bower My Prison." "Addressed to Charles Lamb, of the India 
House, London," as the subtitle informs us, this poem makes 
particular claims for the historical specificity of the poet's friend, 
even as it proceeds to attribute to him experiences and "feelings" 
that originate in Coleridge's own experience. As his friends proceed 
on their walk, the poet, confined to his bower, can be "glad / As I 
myself were there" because the landscape he imagines them travers- 
ing is a landscape of his own imagining. The poem concludes, 
famously, with the assertion that, for "gentle-hearted Charles, ... / 
No sound is dissonant which tells of Life"(CPW, 178-81). Disso- 
nance arises, however, when the historical Charles resists his role as 
figure: 

please to blot out gentle hearted, and substitute drunken dog, 
ragged-head, seld-shaven, odd-ey'd, stuttering, or any other epi- 
thet which truly and properly belongs to the Gentleman in 
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question. And for Charles read Tom, or Bob, or Richard,for more 
delicacy.-Damn you, I was beginning to forgive you, & believe 
in earnest that the lugging in of my Proper name was purely 
unintentional on your part, when looking back for further convic- 
tion, stares me in the face Charles Lamb of the India House. 
(LL, 1:224)62 

"Looking back" at Coleridge's text, Lamb confronts Charles Lamb of 
the India House "looking back" at him, as if from the imprisonment 
of that text. The modifier "looking" is rendered equivocal by the 
intervention of the verb "stares": the stare of Charles Lamb of the 
India House takes over where the first-person pronoun should have 
been, uncannily depriving Lamb of an "I" at the very moment when 
he looks back "for further conviction" and confronting him instead 
with a disturbing vision of himself as subject not only to the authority 
of the India House, but also, more distressingly, to Coleridge's 
"intention." 

In many ways the twinings of identity in the Elia essays work upon 
principles that are the obverse of those of the conversation poems. 
Were the "friend of Elia" to comment upon Coleridge's practice of 
"twin[ing] with his own identity the griefs and affections of another," 
he might well write the following: "What Coleridge tells us, as of 
another, was often true only (historically) of himself; as in a former 
Poem (to save many instances)-where under the second person (his 
favourite figure) he shadows forth the forlorn estate, &c. &c." 
Perhaps "Christ's Hospital Five and Thirty Years Ago" is Lamb's 
response to Coleridge's insistence that his gentle-hearted friend has 

"pined / And hunger'd after Nature, many a year, / In the great City 
pent" (28-30)-a notion that Lamb always dismissed. More impor- 
tant, Lamb's mention of this essay in the Preface to Last Essays 
reminds us that the very idea of expressing one's "inward feelings" 
"under cover of passion uttered by another" emerges from a dialogue 
begun "under cover" of the greater Ajax, Coleridge-a dialogue that 
continues to entwine, and intertwine, both authors for the duration 
of their writing lives.63 

The historical Lamb who rebelled against his imprisonment in 

Coleridge's text goes on to incorporate his own sister-or a figure of 
his sister-into "Old China," a move that in some ways resembles 
Wordsworth's notorious incorporation of Dorothy at the end of 
"Tintern Abbey." Lamb, though, includes his sister with a couple of 
differences: he has her persona speak, and he remains anxiously 
aware of the issues raised by his giving her a voice in his text. Indeed, 
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he takes this problem of voice as one of his subjects. The Preface to 
Last Essays claims that for a novelist or dramatist "to imply and 
twine with his own identity the griefs and affections of another" is 
not egotism, but this still leaves us wondering about the implications 
of inscribing an actual person's voice (or a transformed version of it) 
in one's own text. The fear in such cases is that one's own language, 
instead of giving voice to someone else, could deprive him or her of 
a voice. This anxiety runs parallel to some of the reasoning behind 
Lamb's conviction that Shakespeare ought not to be performed.64 
Lamb's position is well known, but his explanation for it remains 
startling. Not only performance, he maintains, but speaking itself- 
and perhaps language itself-is a medium to be tolerated only out of 
necessity: 

how obvious it is, that the form of speaking, whether it be in 
soliloquy or dialogue, is only a medium, and often a highly 
artificial one, for putting the reader or spectator into possession 
of that knowledge of the inner structure and workings of mind in 
a character, which he could otherwise never have arrived at in 
that form of composition by any gift short of intuition. 

The truest experience of another's "workings of mind" is only 
possible where sympathies are understood rather than expressed; 
speech is only something to be "put up with" in view of a want of 
intuition (LW, 1:99). 

Expression, Lamb seems to believe, is most often a performance 
that limits our understanding of the infinite possibility of another 
mind. But it is also a necessary medium for revealing something of 
that mind: as Elia says, he lets Bridget "ramble on" in "Old China" 
because her speech reveals her "dear imagination." In speaking of 
her longing for the days of "the very little more," Bridget (usually "so 
sparing of her speech") paradoxically spends a great many words 
before Elia gently interrupts her, in a way that makes us realize that 
his indulgence of her rambling has been playing into his own 
economy of excess: "I am afraid we must put up with the excess," he 
says at this opportune moment, "for if we were to shake the superflux 
into the sea, we should not much mend ourselves." He concedes the 
importance of their earlier circumstances to the growth of their 
relationship: "That we had much to struggle with, as we grew up 
together, we have reason to be most thankful. It strengthened, and 
knit our compact closer. We could never have been what we have 
been to each other, if we had always had the sufficiency which you 
now complain of." But this economy is a thing of the past; the days of 
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allowing nature "little more" than nature needs have given way to 

days of "superflux." The allusion is of course to Lear-and to an ideal 
Shakespeare whose very essence is "superflux," one who transcends a 
thrifty economics of parts and wholes. 

By this point in the essay, it has become difficult to extricate Elia's 
concessions to Bridget from his own opinions; Elia's and Bridget's 
voices have almost merged. Or have they? For in this concluding 
paragraph only Elia speaks, interweaving Bridget's positions into his 
utterance: 

Yet could those days return-could you and I once more walk our 
thirty miles a-day-could Bannister and Mrs. Bland again be 
young, and you and I be young to see them-could the good old 
one shilling gallery days return-they are dreams, my cousin, 
now-but could you and I at this moment, instead of this quiet 
argument, by our well-carpeted fireside, sitting on this luxurious 
sofa-be once more struggling up those inconvenient stair-cases, 
pushed about, and squeezed, and elbowed by the poorest rabble 
of poor gallery scramblers-could I once more hear those anxious 
shrieks of yours-and the delicious Thank God, we are safe, 
which always followed when the topmost stair, conquered, let in 
the first light of the whole cheerful theatre down beneath us-I 
know not the fathom line that ever touched a descent so deep as 
I would be willing to bury more wealth in than Croesus had, or 
the great Jew R- is supposed to have, to purchase it. (LW, 
2:252) 

Elia's very assertion-with its almost-superfluous periods virtually 
overflowing the bounds of acceptable syntax-is an enactment of the 
excess he values. The content of his remark is the idea of burying 
wealth to please Bridget, an extravagant gesture that claims to put 
itself at the service of her frugal inclinations, and thus perhaps splits 
the difference between them. But, aside from the fact that burying 
"more wealth . . . than Croesus had" is not a frugal act, the sentence 
itself buries Bridget's voice in the wealth of Elia's words. The image 
of burial, which hints at Charles's perception, on some level, of the 

power of his voice to bury Mary's, is perhaps counteracted through 
the workings of an allusion to Prospero's renunciation of his power 
over Miranda: "I'll break my staff, / Bury it certain fadoms in the 
earth, / And deeper than did ever plummet sound / I'll drown my 
book" (Tempest, 5.1.54-57).65 But as the writer of this essay, Charles 
Lamb cannot give up his voice, even should he wish to. His is the 
voice that in this particular text mediates between the private scene 
of collaboration-which we can never see-and the public realm. 
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Since we cannot refer our understanding of the actual division of 
roles to any private scene behind the text, we have no choice but to 
read the essay, including the very gesture by which Lamb seems to 
allow Mary her own voice, as an extended act of prolonging his own 
voice, whose superflux moves him ever further from equality with 
Mary: the incorporation of another voice must risk being read as an 
act of possession or imposition on his part, no matter how much he 
would give to her. Although he attempts gallantly to grant her her 
cherished image of poverty at the end of the essay, his excessive 
syntactic expenditures cannot "purchase" her triumph in the argu- 
ment; they only bury both of them deeper in a superflux of language, 
an abyss of irony.66 His language is hardly more "proper" to him than 
it is to her; he, too, in part, is a passive subject to its effects. 

Just as language must be the medium for representing the 
workings of a mind, so it must be the medium for representing a 
conjunction of minds. At the end of "Old China," Lamb reminds us 
that such representations are necessarily inadequate for rendering 
sympathies that are understood rather than expressed. Such sympa- 
thies may be compared with familiar institutions; they may be 
evoked, and problematized, through literary allusion. But they exist 
in silence, between texts, in spaces upon which we are not privileged 
to gaze. Thus we cannot follow Elia's glance as he concludes the 
essay with a direct address to Bridget: 

And now do just look at that merry little Chinese waiter holding 
an umbrella, big enough for a bed-tester, over the head of that 
pretty insipid half-Madona-ish chit of a lady in that very blue 
summer-house. (LW, 2:252) 

"And now do just look": the imperative excludes us as readers. As 
Elia and Bridget look upon an artificial scene of intimacy, we "look" 
upon it at one remove, through Elia's verbal description. But we also 
continue to look upon another artificial scene: Elia and Bridget are 
sketchy to us in the same way that the merry waiter and the Madona- 
ish chit under cover of his umbrella are sketchy to them. In fact, the 
gallant, merry little waiter could be taken as a figure for the famously 
merry Charles, while the Madona-ish chit could be a figure for Mary 
("the Virgin Mary," as she was called). (Like Mary's allusion to "one 
cushion," Charles's allusion to one bed is evoked only to be denied.) 
Mary, then, looks out from "under cover" of Charles's umbrella-and 
from under cover of his, Elia's, and Bridget's interwoven voices. In 
this passage, that ambiguous cover also takes the form of layers of 
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classifications ("pretty insipid half-Madona-ish chit of a lady") that 
highlight the ambiguity of the "waiter"'s deference: deference to the 
lady also reads as deferral of the lady, edged toward the vanishing 
point of this sentence.67 As readers, we cannot see beneath the 
surface of such scenes to discover the real economy of collabora- 
tion-the trade-offs, the sacrifices, the labor. We can only look at the 
wonderfully complex representation of collaboration in texts that 
tantalizingly uncover and cover the thing itself, which in the end 
must remain rather understood, than expressed. 
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'The Works of Charles and Mary Lamb, ed. E. V. Lucas, 5 vols. (1903; New York: 
AMS Press, 1968), 5:283; hereafter cited parenthetically in the text by volume and 

page, and abbreviated LW. On the attribution to Groscollius, see Collected Letters 

of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, ed. Earl Leslie Griggs, 6 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1956-71), 1:390n; hereafter cited parenthetically in the text by volume and 

page, and abbreviated CL. 
2 There is no full-scale account of collaboration in the Romantic period. Decades' 

worth of influence studies focusing on the major Romantics, as well as current 
studies emphasizing editorial collaboration (notably, Jack Stillinger's Multiple Au- 

thorship and the Myth of Solitary Genius [New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1991]), 
provide the necessary groundwork for such an account, but they do not show how 
the drama of collaboration is played out in Romantic texts. Jane Aaron, in A Double 

Singleness: Gender and the Writings of Charles and Mary Lamb (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1991), focuses on gender, rather than collaboration, in the Lambs' writings. 

3 The topic of collaboration has recently begun to attract the attention of scholars 

working in various periods. Wayne Koestenbaum's Double Talk: The Erotics of Male 

Literary Collaboration (New York: Routledge, 1989) stages fantastic readings of the 

psychodrama of male collaboration, including a reading of Lyrical Ballads. 
Koestenbaum provides a theoretical framework with rich implications not just for 
"the erotics of male literary collaboration," but for collaboration in general. Though 
he mentions the seminal role of Romantic collaboration, he does not offer a more 

encompassing account, preferring instead to focus on the dynamics of the individual 

"case history." Jeffrey Masten's Textual Intercourse: Collaboration, Authorship, and 
Sexualities in Renaissance Drama (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, forthcom- 

ing) promises to add much to our historical and theoretical understanding of 
collaboration. Much of the work-to-date on the phenomenon-for example, that of 
Bette London-focuses on the mid-nineteenth and twentieth centuries. For a 
collection of recent essays on collaboration, see Significant Others: Creativity and 
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Intimate Partnership, ed. Whitney Chadwick and Isabelle de Courtivron (London: 
Thames and Hudson, 1993). 

The notion that previous critical "silence" on collaboration ought to be ascribed 
to "Romanticism" is in danger of becoming a commonplace. The "Romantic 
devaluation of society in favor of communion with the natural" is held responsible 
for silencing collaborative authorship (James S. Leonard and Christine E. Wharton, 
"Breaking the Silence: Collaboration and the Isolationist Paradigm," in Author-ity 
and Textuality: Current Views of Collaborative Writing, ed. Leonard, Wharton, 
Robert Murray Davis, and Jeanette Harris [West Cornwall, CT: Locust Hill Press, 
1994], 26). The relation between Romanticism and multiple authorship is of course 
more complex than such misleadingly singular attributions (based on long devalued 
notions of Romanticism) imply. 

4 Stillinger, 24. The "reality" of any authorship, single or multiple, remains a 
notion to be questioned, but Foucault himself concedes that imagining a culture in 
which "fiction would be put at the disposal of everyone and would develop without 
passing through something like a necessary or constraining figure" would be "pure 
romanticism" ("What is an Author?," The Foucault Reader, ed. Paul Rabinow, trans. 
Josue V. Harari, [New York: Pantheon, 1984], 119). 

5 See George Whalley's chapter "England/Romantic-Romanticism," in "Romantic" 
and Its Cognates/The European History of a Word, ed. Hans Eichner (Toronto: 
Univ. of Toronto Press, 1972): "for the twenty years after the first publication of the 
Preface in 1800, the policies of the great new quarterlies encouraged critics to think 
according to a political analogy, even in the literary field, and to cast each individual 
writer as a member of some party or 'school' which in turn was to be seen as in 
conflict with other parties or schools in the prevailing social ferment precipitated by 
the American and French revolutions" (217). See also Jon P. Klancher, The Making 
of English Reading Audiences, 1790-1832 (Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 
1987). 

6 George Canning and John Hookham Frere, Poetry of the Anti-Jacobin (1799; 
Oxford: Woodstock Books, 1991), 235-36. The "and Co.," evoking mercantile capi- 
talism, on the one hand hints at an ironic discrepancy between this particular 
"company" and capitalist virtues of individualism and, on the other hand, alludes to 
the apparent hypocrisy of the poets' (especially Coleridge's and Southey's) idealiz- 
ing claims about brotherhood and common property in juxtaposition with their 
participation in the literary marketplace. See Winifred F. Courtney's useful account 
of this episode and its wider political significance, Young Charles Lamb, 1775-1802 
(New York: New York Univ. Press, 1982), 186-202. Mark Parker, "Ideology and 
Editing: The Political Context of the Elia Essays," Studies in Romanticism 30 
(1991): 473-94, offers a shrewd analysis of Lamb's relation to politics. See also Carl 
Woodring, Politics in English Romantic Poetry (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 
1970), 74-77. 

7 [Francis Jeffrey], Edinburgh Review (October 1802), reprinted in Robert 
Southey: The Critical Heritage, ed. Lionel Madden (Boston: Routledge, 1972), 68. 
See Byron's "Some observations upon an article in Blackwood's Magazine, no. xxix, 
August, 1819": "On his return to England, he circulated-and for any thing I know, 
invented-a report, that the gentleman to whom I have alluded [Shelley] and myself 
were living in promiscuous intercourse with two sisters, 'having formed a league of 
incest'" (Madden, 266). Recognizing the effectiveness of combining moral, political, 
and poetic issues around the idea of questionable conjunctions, Byron responds with 
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an attack on Southey's and Coleridge's "poetical fraternity," as epitomized by the 

Pantisocracy scheme. In accusing Southey and Coleridge of incest and promiscuous 
intercourse, Byron alludes not only to the alleged Pantisocratic arrangements, but, 
more important, to the "poetical" intercourse of the two writers: their incestuous 
relations to each other, their "interchange of self-praises" (269). 

8 For an account of the construction of English Romanticism as a "movement," see 
David Perkins, Is Literary History Possible? (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 
1992), 85-119. 

9 
CL, 1:357. The sonnets are to be found in The Complete Poetical Works of 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, ed. Ernest Hartley Coleridge, vol. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1912), 209-11. Future references to Coleridge's poetry are to this edition, 
hereafter cited parenthetically in the text by page, and abbreviated CPW. 

'0 See CL, 1:399-400, 400n. 
" CL, 1:358-59n. According to Griggs, "Coleridge apparently did not learn of 

Edmund Oliver until its appearance in Apr. 1798." In a letter of May 1798, 
Coleridge writes that Lloyd's "infirmities have been made the instruments of 
another man's darker passions" (CL, 1:410). 

12 See Lucas, The Life of Charles Lamb, 2 vols. (New York: Putnam, 1905), 169- 
82; CL, 1:358n, 359n, 390n, 400n, 405n, 406n. Note especially the exchange leading 
up to and including the "Theses Quaedam Theologicae," Lamb's mocking letter to 

Coleridge (The Letters of Charles and Mary Anne Lamb, ed. Edwin W. Marrs, Jr., 
3 vols. [Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press, 1975-78], 1:129-30n; hereafter cited paren- 
thetically in text by volume and page, and abbreviated LL). Lucas thinks that the 
letter may have been "concocted while Lamb was staying with Lloyd at Birmingham 
between 23rd May and 6th June" (The Letters of Charles Lamb, to which are added 
those of his sister Mary Lamb, ed. Lucas, 3 vols. [London: Dent, 1935], 1:125n). 

13 In 1820, Lamb wrote in a letter to Coleridge, "He is a sad Tattler; . . . he almost 
alienated you . .. from me, or me from you, I don't know which. But that breach is 
closed" (Lucas, Letters, 2:267-68; see also CL, 1:406n). 

14 The image of the elm and the vine appears, for example, in a poem called "Lines 
on Marriage," in which a young man attempts to answer a woman's doubts about 

marriage: "This independence which you prize so high? / What is it? Solitude and 

Apathy! / Like some dejected Vine near which is found / No sheltering Elm to raise 
it from the ground" (J. Seabrook, "Commonplace Book" 1832-56, qtd. in Leonore 
Davidoff and Catherine Hall, Family Fortunes: Men and Women of the English 
Middle Class, 1780-1850 [Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1987], 325). Such 
entries are common. 

15 The comparison of "hope" to a vine already forebodes strangulation. I quote 
from the Morning Post version, which appeared on 4 October 1802 (Coleridge's 
"Dejection": The Earliest Manuscripts and the Earliest Printings, ed. Stephen 
Maxfield Parrish [Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press, 1988], 56); the 1817 Sibylline Leaves 
version of these lines is virtually identical (57). Lamb's response to the poem upon 
reading it in 1802 is hard to interpret, not least because he writes in Latin and 
dresses his wishes in extravagant rhetoric comparing Mary Hutchinson to the Virgin 
Mary, Wordsworth to "the Angel of Salutation," and so forth (Marrs, 2:275). Lamb 
seems to react to the ode primarily as a piece of news about the Wordsworths and 

Mary Hutchinson, rather than as a Coleridgean self-dramatization. Lines beginning 
"There was a time" and resembling the opening stanza of the Intimations Ode 
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acquire a particular resonance in the Wordsworth-Coleridge conversation. See the 
debate between Parrish and David V. Erdman, "Who Wrote the Mad Monk?," 
Bulletin of the New York Public Library 64 (1960): 209-37; Thomas McFarland, 
Romanticism and the Forms of Ruin (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1981), 60- 
63; and Coleridge's "Dejection," 4-5. 

Completing the circle, Wordsworth uses the image of the elm and the vine in 
"Written After the Death of Charles Lamb." He declares that Charles's relationship 
with Mary was "[m]ore than sufficient recompence" for his having been "an Elm 
without his Vine, / And her bright dower of clustering charities, / That round his 
trunk and branches, might have clung / Enriching and adorning." Wordsworth then 
revises the metaphor to make Charles and Mary "a double tree / With two collateral 
stems sprung from one root" (The Poetical Works of William Wordsworth, ed. E. de 
Selincourt and Helen Darbishire [Oxford: Clarendon, 1947; rev. 1966], 275). 

'6 Coleridge's "Dejection," 29. Coleridge's writings contain many more arboreal 

metaphors, which usually reflect his preoccupation with his own poetic or moral 

strength or weakness, often in relation to another. One of the most striking uses of 
the metaphor occurs in an 1803 letter to Southey: "A sense of weakness-a haunting 
sense, that I was an herbaceous Plant, as large as a large Tree, with a Trunk of the 
same Girth, & Branches as large & shadowing-but with pith within the Trunk, not 
heart of Wood /-that I had power not strength-an involuntary Imposter-that I 
had no real Genius, no real Depth /--/ This on my honor is as fair a statement of my 
habitual Haunting, as I could give before the Tribunal of Heaven . . " (CL, 2:959). 
For a brilliant reading of the relation of "A Letter" to "Dejection," see Luther Tyler, 
"Losing 'A Letter': The Contexts of Coleridge's 'Dejection,'" ELH 52 (1985): 419- 
45. 

-7 Coleridge, Biographia Literaria, ed. James Engell and W. Jackson Bate, vol. 7 
of The Collected Works of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 2 vols. (Princeton: Princeton 
Univ. Press, 1983), 1:88; hereafter cited parenthetically in text by volume and page, 
and abbreviated BL. Lamb may well have read this, since he was back in fairly close 
touch with Coleridge from 1814 (after a period of illness and despondency from 
1812-14 that may have kept him away; see LL, 3:105n), and it was through his and 

John Mathew Gutch's offices that the Biographia and Sibylline Leaves were 

published together in Bristol in 1817, the year before Lamb's Works. 
'8 Many would argue that the "plan" for a division of labor was a construction of 

the poets' retrospective imaginations in later years; see, for example, Mark Reed, 
"Wordsworth, Coleridge, and the 'Plan' of the Lyrical Ballads," University of 
Toronto Quarterly 34 (1965): 238-53. 

'9 
Noteworthy accounts of the Wordsworth-Coleridge relation include H. M. 

Margoliouth, Wordsworth and Coleridge 1795-1834 (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 
1953); William Heath, Wordsworth and Coleridge: A Study of Their Literary 
Relations in 1801-1802 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970); Norman Fruman, Coleridge: 
The Damaged Archangel (New York: Braziller, 1971); Parrish, The Art of the 

"Lyrical Ballads" (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1973); McFarland; John Beer, 
"Coleridge and Wordsworth: Influence and Confluence," in New Approaches to 

Coleridge: Biographical and Critical Essays, ed. Donald Sultana (Totowa, NJ: 
Barnes and Noble, 1981), 192-211; Tyler; Lucy Newlyn, Coleridge, Wordsworth, 
and the Language of Allusion (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986); Paul Magnuson, 
Coleridge and Wordsworth: A Lyrical Dialogue (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 
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1988); Marlon Ross, The Contours of Masculine Desire: Romanticism and the Rise of 
Women's Poetry (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1989), 87-111; Susan Eilenberg, 
Strange Power of Speech: Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Literary Possession (New 
York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1992). 

20 The scene recurs in a letter probably dated December 1, 1796. Referring to his 
and Coleridge's sonnet to Mrs. Siddons, "As when a child on some long winter's 
night" (yet another poem whose attribution fluctuates between Coleridge and 
Lamb; see LW, 5:3, 276), Lamb writes: "That Sonnet, Coleridge, brings afresh to my 
mind the time when you wrote those on Bowles, Priestly, Burke-'twas 2 
Christmas[e]s ago-& in that nice little smoky room at the Salutation, which is even 
now continually presenting itself to my recollection, with all its associated train of 

pipes, tobacco, Egghot, welch Rabbits, metaphysics & Poetry-. Are we never to 
meet again? How differently I am circumstanced now-" (LL, 1:65). Marrs's 
boldface type indicates particularly large and emphatic handwriting in Lamb's 

manuscript. 
21 It could be argued that this is a version of the Augustan coffeehouse, the site of 

camaraderie and bonding for collaborating male writers. But whereas that space was 
conceived of primarily as a public sphere opposed to the home (and sometimes as a 
battlefield for opposed camps), the space that Lamb describes is sheltered, en- 
closed, womblike. Once again, though, the line dividing public from private (and 
homosocial from homoerotic) is blurred in each case. For a useful comparison of the 

Augustan conception of poetry-writing as a social activity to the Romantics' 
internalized agon with influencing voices, see Ross, 56-86. 

22 See, for example, Lamb's letters to Coleridge of 8-10 June, 1 December, and 9 
December, 1796; and 2 January, 5-6 February, and 13 February, 1797 (LL, 1:15-22, 
66-67, 73-75, 80-83, 94-98, 100-3). In a letter to Cottle, probably dated 6 January, 
Coleridge hopes that the printing of Poems may be delayed because it will give him 
the opportunity to send his "Visions of the Maid of Arc" and his "correcting of the 

Joan of Arc" to Wordsworth and "to Lamb, whose taste &judgment I see reason to 
think more correct & philosophical than my own, which yet I place pretty high" (CL, 
1:297). For an account of Lamb's importance to Coleridge's "annus mirabilis," see 

Whalley, "Coleridge's Debt to Charles Lamb," Essays and Studies (1958): 68-85. 
23 Lamb proposed a series of revisions in his letter of 8-10 June, 1796, but 

Coleridge did not accept them (LL, 1:15-23, 24n). 
24 See 2 Samuel 12; the parable of the rich man who had large flocks but took the 

poor man's single "ewe lamb" to slaughter serves to rebuke David for taking Uriah's 
wife Bathsheba. On the poem to Mrs. Siddons, see note 20. 

25 The phrase comes from "To a Friend [Charles Lamb] together with an 
Unfinished Poem," CPW, 78. 

26 His faith in the possibility of such understanding contends with his doubt: in 
fact, "Distant Correspondents" is about the unreliability of epistolary communica- 
tion and, by implication, of all writing. At the same time, the mirror image itself calls 
into question the status of the relation between "I" and "you." To Lamb as he writes 
to Coleridge, the possibility that the "I" is nothing but a reflection of the "you" 
might seem to find confirmation in the alterations that the "you" blithely performs 
upon the personal poem of the "I": the "you" appropriates the "I"'s poetic "I." If, on 
the other hand, the "you" is a mere projection of the "I," then Lamb must be 
frustrated in his bid for understanding from another human being. 

27 Ann Simmons of Blenheims, near Blakesware (the home of Lamb's maternal 
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grandmother) was later called Alice W-n in "New Year's Eve" and "A Chapter on 
Ears," and "Alice" in "Dream Children" (see Lucas, Life, 1:110-15; LL, 1:xxxiv). 

28 Philip Massinger, A Very Woman, 4.3.190-92, 195-97. 
29 Lamb had already associated Coleridge with this aspect of his "passion." His 

first extant letter remarks unsettlingly: "Coleridge it may convince you of my 
regards for you when I tell you my head ran on you in my madness almost as on 
another Person," possibly Ann Simmons (LL, 1:4). Coleridge's implication in 
Lamb's madness is oddly registered in the eagerness of Lamb's brother to frustrate 
the relationship and its poetic trappings: "it has been his fashion . . . to depreciate 
and cry you down,-you were the cause of my madness-you and your damned 
foolish sensibility and melancholy-and he lamented with a true brotherly feeling 
that we ever met, even as the sober citizen, when his son went astray upon the 
mountains of Parnassus, is said to have 'cursed wit and Poetry and Pope"' (LL, 1:78). 

30 He mentions, in fact, that he is proposing the dedication to Mary as an antidote 
to the "monotony in the affections, which people living together or, as we do now, 
very frequently seeing each other, are apt to give in to: a sort of indifference in the 
expression of kindness for each other" (LL, 1:62). 

31 See CL, 1:239. 
32 Even as he sends to Coleridge a poem addressed to Lloyd, Lamb presents his 

love for the former as surpassing his love for the latter: "So frequently, so habitually 
as I you [a Freudian slip?] dwell in my thoughts, 'tis some wonder those thoughts 
came never yet in Contact with a poetical mood" (LL, 1:92). 

3 Davidoff and Hall discuss the ways in which marriage and brother-sister 
relations parallel and overlap with each other in this period. As they point out, the 
"brother-sister tie was idealized in literature and had a strong basis in everyday life"; 
brothers' and sisters' "attachment and treatment of each other was explicitly meant 
to prefigure that of marriage," though it sometimes also replaced or precluded 
marriage (348-53). Sara Coleridge praises the Lambs' "fraternal marriage" in a note 
to H. N. Coleridge's Biographical Supplement to the Biographia (1847 ed., 
prepared by H. N. Coleridge and completed by Sara Coleridge; reprint, vol. 3 of The 
Complete Works of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, ed. W. G. T. Shedd [New York: 
Harper, 1884]): "Marriages of this kind would perhaps be more frequent but for the 
want of some pledge or solid warranty of continuance equivalent to that which rivets 
wedlock between husband and wife.... There is no reason why a brother and sister 
might not be to each other this second-self-this dearer half-though such an 
attachment is beyond mere fraternal love, and must have something in it 'of choice 
and election,' superadded to the natural tie .... I believe that many a brother and 
sister spend their days in uncongenial wedlock, or in a restless, faintly expectant- 
singlehood, who might form a 'comfortable couple' could they but make up their 
minds early to take each other for better for worse" (614-15). 

34 See, for example, LL, 2:233. 
35 For taking snuff, see Sharon H. Laudermilk and Teresa L. Hamlin, The Regency 

Companion (New York: Garland, 1989), 67. 
36 The "rash king's offspring" is the daughter of Jephthah in Judges 11:37; 

"offspring" obscures the "difference" between Lamb and a woman. The phrase 
"with a difference" is from Hamlet, 4.5.183 (all Shakespeare references are to The 
Riverside Shakespeare, ed. G. Blakemore Evans [Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1974]). 
See text below for further discussion of the phrase. 

37 In other writings, too, this "old bachelor and maid" define their literary 
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characters and personae in relation to the norm of marriage, sometimes adopting its 
terms, more often blurring them or resisting them. Examples include "Mrs. 
Leicester," who appoints herself amanuensis to a circle of fictional story-telling 
schoolgirls in the Lambs' joint production Mrs. Leicester's School; the gender 
confusions, reversals, and blendings in Charles Lamb's essays and stories; Elia's 
fantasized "offspring" in the essay "Dream-Children"; and his sometimes aggressive 
self-positioning as a bachelor on the margins of society (in the essay "A Bachelor's 
Complaint of the Behavior of Married People"). 

38 For example, Richard Haven, "The Romantic Art of Charles Lamb," ELH 30 
(1963): 137-46; John R. Nabholtz, "Drama and Rhetoric in Lamb's Essays of the 
Imagination," Studies in English Literature 12 (1972): 683-703; Fred V. Randel, 
The World of Elia: Charles Lamb's Essayistic Romanticism (Port Washington, NY: 
Kennikat Press, 1975); and Virgil Nemoianu, The Taming of Romanticism: European 
Literature and the Age of Biedermeier (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1984), 49- 
50. 

39 Charles Lamb, Specimens of English Dramatic Poets Who Lived About the Time 
of Shakespeare (Philadelphia: Hazard, 1856), vii. 

40 John Hamilton Reynolds, The Champion, 7 January 1816, in Selected Prose of 
John Hamilton Reynolds, ed. Leonidas M. Jones (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 
1966), 29-30. Today we know Reynolds primarily for his friendly conjunction with 
Keats. 

41 In a letter of September 1797, Lamb, chiding Coleridge for not writing, speaks 
in the voice of Aspatia from The Maid's Tragedy (2.1.124-26). He writes: "I must 
spoil a little passage of Beaumont & Fletcher to adapt it to my feelings- 

I am Prouder 
That I was once your friend, tho' now forgot, 
Than to have had another true to me- 

(LL, 1:123) 

The original passage is included in Specimens, 105. In another letter, Lamb echoes 
The Two Noble Kinsmen to make an ironic comment about Coleridge's and 
Wordsworth's relationship: "I hear that the Two Noble Englishmen have parted no 
sooner than they set foot on german Earth, but I have not heard the reason- 
Possibly to give Moralists an handle to exclaim 'Ah! me! what things are perfect?"' 
(LL, 1:152). 

42 Coleridge tentatively associates the age of Elizabeth and James with male-male 
love: "I believe it possible that a man may, under certain states of the moral feeling, 
entertain something that deserves the name of Love towards a male object-an 
affection beyond Friendship and wholly aloof from Appetite. In Elizabeth's and 
James's time it seems to have been almost fashionable." He proceeds to attribute 
this to the inferiority of women in that day, as suggested by Beaumont's and 
Fletcher's representations of them (Table Talk, ed. Carl Woodring, vol. 14 of The 
Collected Works of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 2 vols. [Princeton: Princeton Univ. 
Press, 1990], 1:376-77). 

43 On Lamb's ambivalent imagining of the relation between the pleasure of books 
and "the circulation of female desire," see Sonia Hofkosh, "A Woman's Profession: 
Sexual Difference and the Romance of Authorship," Studies in Romanticism 32 
(1993), 254-56. Lucas identifies the folio as Comedies and Tragedies (1679) and 
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describes it as follows: "It has MS. notes by Lamb and Coleridge, and passages are 
marked for copying (probably by Mary Lamb) for the Dramatic Specimens. Among 
Coleridge's marginalia is the note: 'N.B. I shall not be long here, Charles! I gone, 
you will not mind my having spoiled a book in order to leave a Relic. S. T. C. Octr. 
1811.' There are other notes by Coleridge and Lamb, and some crossed out, among 
them, perhaps, the one that Lamb quotes in his letter to Coleridge of May 1, 1821" 

(Life, 2:436). 
Charles Lamb's description of "double singleness" resembles the rhetoric of 

paradox and transcendence found in the preliminaries to the Beaumont-Fletcher 
folio. See Masten, "My Two Dads: Collaboration and the Reproduction of Beau- 
mont and Fletcher," in Queering the Renaissance, ed. Jonathan Goldberg (Durham: 
Duke Univ. Press, 1994). 

44 Jo. Pettus, "Upon the Works of Beaumont, and Fletcher," qtd. in Masten, "My 
Two Dads," 287. 

45 On the genesis of the project, see LW, 3:475-78. 
46 Riverside Shakespeare, 1174n. 
47 Charles is also quoting his own John Woodvil. The character Simon has said that 

he loves "all things that live"; Margaret replies, "I myself love all these things, yet so 
as with a difference .... Your humour goes to confound all qualities" (LW, 5:153). 
Compare Elia's confession in "Imperfect Sympathies": "I do feel the differences of 
mankind, national or individual, to an unhealthy excess" (LW, 2:58). 

48 Mary renders this as follows in Tales from Shakespeare: "Unkind Hermia, to join 
with men in scorning your poor friend. Have you forgot our school-day friendship? 
How often, Hermia, have we two, sitting on one cushion, both singing one song, 
with our needles working the same flower, both on the same sampler wrought; 
growing up together in fashion of a double cherry, scarcely seeming parted? 
Hermia, it is not friendly in you, it is not maidenly to join with men in scorning your 
poor friend" (LW, 3:17). 

49 We may of course speak of sexually-charged collaboration or sexually-charged 
representations of collaboration without assuming literal enactments. 

50 Luce Irigaray, "This Sex Which Is Not One," in This Sex Which Is Not One, 
trans. Catherine Porter (with Carolyn Burke) (Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press, 1985), 
23-33. 

"5 See LL, 2:212. 
52 The phrase "till your Mother dies" recalls the matricide, perhaps suggesting 

Mary's repressed consciousness of her own act of violence as the founding moment 
of her "comfortable" domestic situation. 

3 The idea of marriage (Sarah's) was always an important object of exchange in 
Mary Lamb's friendship and correspondence with her friend: Mary frequently 
expresses interest in the latest man "and what is likely to come of him" (LL, 2:229). 
Sarah eventually married Hazlitt. 

54 Koestenbaum's Double Talk both theorizes and enacts this excess in representa- 
tions of homoerotic doubleness. 

55 The position she takes in her essay "On Needle-work" (British Ladies Magazine, 
April 1815; LW, 1:176-80)-that upper-class women should give up needlework so 
as to allow lower-class seamstresses to earn a living-also hints at her possible 
reservations about the justification for purely pleasurable, superfluous art. 

56 This of course leaves aside the question of the economy of the literary 
marketplace, in which Mary's writing was certainly not superfluous. The realm of 
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echoes and allusions in which she, Charles, and their associates communicate with 
each other seems to exist apart from that of the literary marketplace, and even apart 
from ordinary consciousness. But perhaps the aura of privacy itself whets the 
voyeuristic appetite of the public. 

.5 Aaron, 17-18. 
58 In making this point, Aaron notes the relevance of Lamb's admiration for 

seventeenth-century writers. In "Specimens From the Writings of Fuller, Church 
Historian," for example, he praises Thomas Fuller for a use of antithesis that takes 
the reader into "a kind of partnership with the writer,-his judgement is exercised 
in settling the preponderance,-he feels as if he were consulted as to the issue" 
(LW, 1:116; Aaron, 161). Lamb's interest in compiling "specimens" and comment- 
ing upon them in the margins is itself a way of entering into partnership with other 
writers. 

59 It would be possible, for instance, to view Charles's adoption of female qualities 
as an appropriation or colonization of the kind discussed by Alan Richardson, 
"Romanticism and the Colonization of the Feminine," in Romanticism and Femi- 
nism, ed. Anne K. Mellor (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1988), 13-25; Ross; 
and others. 

60 Lamb would doubtless have been aware not only of the pun, but also of the 
etymological relation of these twinned/twined words, and of the obsolete antitheti- 
cal meaning of the word "twin": to separate. (The opposite meanings are of course 
intertwined.) 

6' Coleridge's early preoccupation with the question of egotism in poetry is 
evident in his Preface to the 1796 Poems on Various Subjects (reprint, Oxford: 
Woodstock Books, 1990): "to censure [egotism] in a Monody or Sonnet is almost as 
absurd as to dislike a circle for being round" vi. 

62 In another letter, Lamb objects to the epithets as "fit only to be a cordial to 
some green-sick sonneteer" (LL, 1:218)-a complaint reminiscent both of his own 
earlier renunciation of poetry and of Coleridge's ridiculing of affection and senti- 
mentality in the Higginbottom sonnets. The words that Coleridge, on his death bed, 
inscribed on the page across from "This Lime-Tree Bower" indicate that he 
continued to take the text as a living monument to a historical relationship: "Ch. and 
Mary Lamb-dear to my heart, yea, as it were, my heart. S. T. C. Aet 63, 1834. 
1797-1834=37 years!" (Lucas, Life, 2:375). 

63 The Preface from "a friend," in fact, sounds very much like Coleridge when he 
is striving (usually in some involved way) to disclaim his own first person identity: 
"Dear C.," writes "a friend" in one such instance (BL, 1:300-1). 

64 "I cannot help being of opinion that the plays of Shakspeare are less calculated 
for performance on a stage, than those of almost any other dramatist whatever. ... 
There is so much in them, which comes not under the province of acting, with which 

eye, and tone, and gesture, have nothing to do." For the sake of "distinction," the 

performance of a Shakespeare play "[brings] down a fine vision to the standard of 
flesh and blood," leaving the mind's "free conceptions ... crampt and pressed down 
to the measure of a strait-lacing actuality" (LW, 1:98-99); in preventing the 
audience from remaining suspended in a Shakespearean dream of multiplicity, it 
constricts Shakespeare's myriad-mindedness. 

65 This jostles with another possible Tempest allusion-to Ariel's song "Full 
Fadom Five" (1.2.397-405), which points once again to the submerged idea of the 
violent death of a parent. Also audible is Hotspur's speech in 1 Henry IV, in which 
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he proclaims his resolve to win back his family's drowned honor from Bullingbrook: 
"By heaven, methinks it were an easy leap, / To pluck bright honor from the pale- 
fac'd moon, / Or dive into the bottom of the deep, / Where fadom-line could never 
touch the ground, / And pluck up drowned honor by the locks" (1.3.201-5). The 
echo of Hotspur's speech is another indication of Charles's preoccupation with 
family history and his commitment to defending the family's integrity. 

66 For a brilliant discussion of Charles Lamb and irony, see William Flesch, 
"'Friendly and Judicious' Reading: Affect and Irony in the Works of Charles Lamb," 
Studies in Romanticism 23 (1984): 163-81. 

67 If the tea-cup world is a "world before perspective," in which "likeness is 
identity," its translation into the "differance" of language imposes a perspective. 
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